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WordPress
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Hosting

To buy a hosting for your website from a hosting service
provider is an important step. The concerned party should
start with a strong base, and the hosting company is the base
of your website.
Imagine your dream of building a house. If making your website
is equivalent to the act of creating that house, buying the
land for the same is equal to buying a hosting. You would want
to make sure that the property you choose for your home is
worth it. Similarly, you should be sure that the hosting for
your website is worth your effort.
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With free hosting available, you may not want to invest in
hosting. This can prove to be fatal for your business in the
long run. To establish yourself on the web, hosting your
ground with ownership is a significant step. Taking the
hosting service eliminates the risk of using free-to-use
networks and services.

Best WordPress Hosting Service
Provider
To simplify your task of comparing Hosting Service Providers,
we provide you a comparative analysis through this article.
The list of Best Hosting service provider are:

Bluehost
Let’s analyze the advantages of the World famous Hosting
Service provider in detail.
Since Bluehost is a recommended hosting service provider by
WordPress, the credibility of this service can be well known.
The 1-click easy installation for WordPress users is a treat
for everyone. The free services of the BlueHost include free
domain and SSL Certificate and Auto Updates.

It is the most reliable hosting service provider out there.
Bluehost powers over 2 million websites all around the globe,
Bluehost is the first name that comes to mind when hosting is
done.
It’s easy to use interface and low price plan with free domain
and site builder is a deal to grab!

BlueHost offers VPS and shared hosting, dedicated services,
and reseller hosting, and will help you leverage Google and
Bing advertising.
The cloud solution is also astonishingly inexpensive, knowing
that even low-tier users are given advanced mastery features.

SiteGround
The security precautions through safeguarding measures by
including the add-on HackAlert Monitoring, SpamAssassin, Spam
Experts, IP address blocklists, and hotlink protection makes
this hosting service provider a high recommendation for the
professionals.

It offers fantastic plans for cloud, share, reseller, and
hosting buyers. This hosting service can be used by corporate
companies and other business websites that require maximum
security for protection.

It also supports e-commerce applications making it a
serviceable to meet the specific needs and demands of the
buyers.

HostGator
With 9 million users so far and counting, HostGator is the top
choice for many experts in the website business. With 99.9%
uptime and 24/7 assistance from the dedicated team, the 4x
enhanced scalability and 2x faster performance can make you
drool for this hosting service provider.
This hosting service provider also offers built-for-speed
plans with advanced security and free migrations for WordPress
users.

HostGator offers you an end-to-end management package for
definitive performance, and a price scaled to meet your
hosting needs.
As a user of HostGator, you’ll be entering a million-numbered
community and will also be able to exchange opinions with
website owners worldwide. In case you’re not satisfied with
the hosting, which is a rare thing, you can depend on the
company’s 45-days money-back guarantee.

GoDaddy
With a standing parallel to top hosting service providers,
GoDaddy sets up numerous examples of how the best website
hosting is supposed to function in the website world.
What makes GoDaddy exceptional is its emphasis on the
corporate community i.e., there are business-friendly .store
domains that have been highly appreciated by online customers.
Also, the inexpensive SSL certificates that guarantee the
safety of each user’s data is reliable provided by the Hosting
Company.

This domain company went beyond HostGator’s head-spinning
accomplishment, and currently serves over 17 million users and
supports 72 million domains, which is a grand success. In that
aspect, GoDaddy can be considered the World’s largest domain
name hub and hosting service provider. Many users have also
praised this hosting company for being highly protected.
GoDaddy offers a hands-on website building opportunity for
apprentice users, lets owners retain skilled control of what
is happening on their websites, and comes with 24/7 support
and professional aid.
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provider certainly make sense, given that it is your best
chance to acquire a low-price, yet a high-quality domain name.
For instance, .org domains are available for as low as $9.99
and can be purchased with a single click of a button.
The price of this service provider is equally affordable for
high-performance shared hosting buyers and those interested in
managed WordPress hosting.

This service provider also objects to both monthly and annual
subscriptions,s which is a convincing deal to most users. The
users of this service can all get a hands-on kit of creation
material, from site builders to site analytics and more.
This also employs the latest hardware and software firewalls,
as well as the recent server models from HP, Dell, for your
advantage. Its servers have at least two processors, 16 GB of
RAM and four hard drives with RAID protection.

iPage
iPage is a flexible hosting package provider for business,

personal, social, and non-profit websites. It has been the
favorite of many, thanks to its excellent traction with
customers.
The company serves multiple topographies, offering standard
cloud and WordPress hosting. It also sells exclusive domains
and catering to teams in need of advertising and placement
services.
For almost 20 years, iPage offers small businesses a
reasonably priced alternative to shifting operations on the
web. This makes sure that they are not deprived of any special
features used by their larger competitors.

Another consumer-friendly fact of this company is its ecofriendly nature, with wind energy powering its servers,
offices, and data centers.
This, however, is not the only thing that makes iPage a
preferred provider. The company also features an intuitive,
code-free website management process, which makes it ideal for
personal, non-profit, and social brand websites to conduct
their businesses.
Free domain registration, unlimited email accounts, unmetered
bandwidth & disk space, and constant monitoring of your data

fall among the reasons for making this Hosting service
provider a user-friendly company to be associated with.

DreamHost
DreamHost is a vast web & WordPress hosting provider from
where you can get your brand new domain quickly.
With managed WordPress hosting for an existing site, this
service provider is also a useful option giving an added
advantage of a 100% uptime guarantee.
The generous affiliate program that provides cash rewards for
referrals and a free domain name with each new account is
another reason to go for this hosting company.

Their most famous feature is an intuitive website builder that
takes exactly some minutes to attach a fully functional site
on the web without resorting to any third-party service.
Design enthusiasts, nonetheless, should not be discouraged by
this all-in-one offer because it is probably one of the most
flexible and ready-to-configure builders out there. It also
supplies them with a unique and optimized theme that will only
facilitate this process.

The added advantage of one free day’s hosting for every hour
of downtime is another way to guarantee that you are getting
your money’s worth.

Wrapping Up
The benefit of using a Hosting Service provider is unique to
the type of website and the need for your website. You can
research the features that they provide is based on this
article.
We hope you can decide on the best Hosting company for your
website. Let us know in the comment section below, how the
list fairs to you!

